
Lead Revival Templates for
WhatDROID

We know that some of our inner-circle members have a lot of ‘dead’ leads that
they previously found with LeadsGorilla, Mapify360 or LeadFlow360, we took the
time to create a series of revival templates that can make them responsive
again.

Since we have this beautiful automation technology(WhatDroid), we’ve put
together a collection of templates that can easily be imported into the
automation app.

Here’s a series of templates structured in different angles:

Follow Up Angle

These templates are great if you already emailed them and got no response.

Sending a follow-up message via WhatsApp is quick, harmless, and will make
your prospect incredibly thankful if they wanted to close the deal and just got
sidetracked.

Template 1:

“Hey lead.name, it's your.name from Text Request. Did you get my email last week?
Just wanted to make sure you have everything.”

Template 2:

“Hi lead.name, it’s your.name from your.company. It's been a minute. Are you still
interested in doing a demo? Just following up in case my last email got buried. -
your.name @ your.email.”

Lead Generation Angle

Sometimes leads go cold because they’re still deciding if your solution fits their
needs.



That’s why updates and deals directly related to solving a problem your prospect
has can be great hooks for cold leads. And with WhatsApp’s 90%+ open rate, you
know the lead won’t be able to miss the great opportunity you lined up for them.

Template 3:

“Hi lead.name, we've created a new tool specifically to help with lead generation. Do

you want to take a look? I remember that was an area you were trying to improve.

Thanks! - your.name, your.company”

Template 4:

“Hey lead.name, this is your.name with your.company. Would you be interested in a

15% discount on a tool that helps with managing leads? Let me know if you have

any questions or want to schedule a call before the discount ends in May.”

Template 5:

“Hi lead.name, this is your.name with your.company. We’re currently offering 20% off

our lowest priced plan until May. Would you like to set up a demo to try it? I

remember you saying that was the plan you were most interested in.”

Helpful Resources Angle

One of the reasons your lead may have gone quiet is because they’re busy trying
to prove how your product will be helpful to their supervisors.

That’s why a quick text with a helpful resource can restart a conversation once the
lead has new material to show their higher ups.

Template 6:

“lead.name, are you still interested in using our software for finding clients? We

actually have a tutorial with template examples you could use: your.link. Let me know

if you'd like more resources like this. - your.name, your.company”

Template 7:



“lead.name, it’s your.name with your.company. Here’s an infographic of similar

customer ROIs I thought you’d appreciate. Want more resources like this? You can

check out our blog: your.website”

Template 8:

“Hey lead.name, it’s your.name with your.business. Need some customer

testimonials? Here’s a case study from one of our customers who received 5x the

inbound leads by using this method. your.website”

Showing Love Angle

Just like with sharing resources, sometimes your lead grows cold because they
need more evidence that you’ll be a good partner to work with.

That’s why a quick text celebrating a cold lead’s recent success can reopen a
conversation by showing you still actively follow the lead’s company - even if they
haven't talked to you about your product before.

Template 9:

“lead.name, I saw you and your team are killing your direct competitors! I just wanted

to congratulate your business. You are making waves!”

Template 10:

“Hi lead.name, it’s your.name with your.business. I just saw that your latest product

and WOW, congrats! Here’s a resource we made that might give you some ideas on

how to improve upon it: your.link Best of luck!”

Keeping the Ball Rolling Angle

Sometimes leads go silent because they don’t know which step they should take
next. Maybe they got overwhelmed by all the new information you gave them, or
they didn’t know how to best use the resources you shared.



Either way, you can easily get a prospect back on track with a text that points
them to an easy action step, like:

Template 11:

“Hey lead.name, it’s your.name with your.business. I was hoping we could jump on a

call next week. Is there a time that works best for you?”

Template 12:

“lead.name, you probably have questions about the proposal I sent. Want to jump on

a call for 10 min and go over it? Happy to help. - your.name”

Template 13:

“Hey lead.name, it’s your.name with your.business! Did you know we offer free

training? Let me know if you’d like to schedule one together and learn more about

the software."


